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Abstract: The recent increase in the use of renewable sources in electrical systems has transformed
the electrical distribution network with the subsequent implementation of the distributed generation
(DG) concept. The high penetration level of photovoltaic units increases their injected fault current
that may result in a lack of coordination of fuse reclosers in distribution networks. One of the main
protection devices that is generally used in rural distribution networks is the fuse. A correct size
selection is key for ensuring good operation and coordination with other protection devices. The
DG implementation makes the selection above more difficult, as the current flow both in steady
state and in case of short-circuit is subject to alterations. A new protection fuse selection method for
distribution networks with implemented DG is proposed in this paper with the aim of ensuring an
effective coordination between them, avoiding untimely behaviors. Different case studies have been
analyzed (for diverse locations of DG in the network with various penetration levels which represent
25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of the total installed load), using an IEEE 13-node test feeder. Besides, a
new model to analyze fuse performance is proposed in this work. This model has proven to fit the
manufacturer’s data well, with a maximum error of 2% within the normal trip current values.

Keywords: fuses coordination; protection device; distributed generation; distribution network;
photovoltaic; DIgSILENT

1. Introduction

The presence of distributed generation (DG) of renewable energy sources in rural
electrical distribution networks has caused an important change from the classic energy
supply model. The DG concept aims to bring nearer power generation and users, in
contrast with the traditional view of centralized power generation plants [1]. This involves
a need for adapting the electrical infrastructure to allow a correct energy distribution that
ensures an optimal end-point quality [2].

The traditional procedures for planning, managing, and operating a rural electrical
distribution network with a radial typology is based on assuming a unidirectional power
flow, with a transmission from higher voltage levels down to distribution levels. This
assumption allows implementing relatively simple and cheap protection schemes, perfectly
coordinated, which allows an effective operation of the protection system [3,4].

The implementation of distributed generation (DG) causes a structural change in the
distribution network, which no longer acts as a radial network, compromising the adequate
coordination between protection devices [3,5–7]. The impact level that DG can cause in the
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distribution network will depend on, among others, the generator size, type, and location
in the network [8,9].

One of the most frequently used protection devices is the fuse. To this device, the
implementation of DG can cause a lack of coordination and untimely tripping [10], as
the steady-state currents are subject to alterations which can even involve currents going
through the fuse in reverse direction [7]. This means currents going through the fuse
can be generated from locations both downstream and upstream of the fuse. Studies by
Hadjsaid et al. show how current values can be altered as a consequence of deploying
DG [11]. Girgis and Brahma [12,13] described that the lack of coordination between fuses
was an issue when implementing DG. Chaitusaney and Yokoyama have studied in detail
the impact of the DG on the system stability, considering the lack of coordination between
protection devices [14]. Finally, Boonyapakdee et al. analyzed the dynamic coordination of
recloser fuses affected by synchronous distributed generators [15].

Besides, Razavi et al. addressed the voltage regulation methods in the presence of DG
units and their impact on protection systems [16]. Bayati et al. proposed a local protection
method without communication links. This methodology can be used in both digital and
conventional protection devices installed in DC microgrids [17]. The proposed scheme
formulates the fuse recloser switch coordination challenge as a curve-fitting problem
and solves this problem to obtain the settings of the digital recloser switch and fuse.
Finally, Alam et al. suggest the use of a new scheme of recloser fuse coordination for
reconfigurable radial distribution networks (RDNs) with DG, to obtain the optimum
recloser fuse settings [18].

As mentioned above, it is possible to state that DG in any feeder of an RDN might
change the flow of currents through fuses during faults. Additionally, the magnitude of
the fault current passing through the recloser placed at the substation is also modified.
In some cases, the fault currents through fuses become larger than the ones through the
recloser, while in some other cases, the direction of the flow of current through some
fuses is reversed due to the presence of DG in the fault path [10,13,14,19,20]. Under these
circumstances, it is difficult to provide appropriate protection using the conventional
fuse–fuse coordination scheme [13,21]. Additionally, the presence of multiple DGs in the
network makes the coordination of fuses very complex. Also, synchronous machine-based
DGs contribute more to the fault and are more prone to causing lack of coordination.

To the best of our knowledge and based on the available literature, it is necessary
to propose a new reconfiguration of protection devices based on fuses coordination, as
the main interest in the mentioned available literature seems to be focused on fuse–relay
coordination [7,22,23]. This procedure should reduce the negative effects of DG in power
networks (e.g., lack of coordination between protection relays and fuses), which imply that
electrical protection schemes become not valid or, at least, less effective.

With the aim to both ensure a good electrical supply quality, with adequate protection
device functionality, and reach a more sustainable energy network, this paper proposes a
new method for fuse selection that avoids untimely tripping and ensures effective coordina-
tion between protection devices. It should be emphasized the novelty of this approach, that
is based on a completely new model of fuse performance, based on polynomial expansion
of the inverse of the tripping time in relation to the current root. This fuse performance
modeling leaves aside thermal behavior, which may be relevant [24].

The present work is organized as follows. In Section 2, the methodology and the
network used to analyze the coordination are described, whereas the results are included
in Section 3. Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Coordination between Protection Fuses

The trip curve of protection fuses is an inverse time–current characteristic curve. The
straight line I2t log–log plot, in which I is the tripping current and t is the tripping time, is
usually expressed for the minimum melting and total clearing times for fuses. From the
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fuse characteristic on the log–log curve, it is better to approximate it by the second-order
polynomial function. However, the interested range of the curve approaches a straight
line. Moreover, a linear equation can be simply applied to reduce the calculation task. The
general equation describing the fuse characteristic curve can be expressed as the following
equation [22,25,26]:

log(t) = m log(I) + n, (1)

where m and n are the parameters of the selected tripping curve [27]. Nevertheless, it
should be also said that other more complex equations have been suggested to describe the
behavior of fuses. Santoso and Short [19] suggested the following one:

t = exp

(
4

∑
n=0

an(ln(I))n

)
, (2)

which was reduced in one term by Tang and Ayyanar [28]. Additionally, Abdel-ghany et al. [29]
proposed a model to define the tripping time in relation to two exponential terms:

t = a exp(bI) + c exp(dI). (3)

In the above Equations (2) and (3), an, a, b, c, and d are the parameters that need to be
adjusted/extracted to fit the equations to the proper behavior of the fuse.

Finally, in the works by Conde et al. [30,31] and Costa et al. [32], a comparison between
different models to select the best one is carried out.

The fuse trip characteristic curve shown in Figure 1 is characterized by two bound-
ary curves:

• Minimum melting curve (as the lower boundary), which detects the minimum over-
current causing the link to start melting.

• Full opening curve (as the upper boundary), indicating the complete blowing of the
fuse and the circuit opening.

Figure 1. Tripping characteristic curve of an expulsion fuse.
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A classic coordination between protective fuses for non-DG rural electrical networks
is shown in Figure 2. The sketch in the left side of this figure shows a radial network in
which F1 is the fuse which protects the main line and F2 the one protecting the branch line.
The criteria for a correct coordination between fuses state the following:

• For faults in the main feeder, the F2 fuse will not detect any fault current, with F1 fuse
being the one that will act as main protection.

• For faults in the branch line, F2 will act as the main protection and F1 as a backup
protection.

Figure 2. Classic coordination between protective fuses in non-DG radial distribution networks. (Left) Sketch of a radial
distribution network without the presence of a DG. (Right) Operating characteristics curves of protection fuses F1 and F2.

The graph included in Figure 2 shows the tripping characteristics of fuses F1 and F2.
At the same fault current, IF, there should be a coordination margin such that the total
operating time (upper boundary), t1, of the fuse acting as main protection, F2, should not
exceed 75% of the minimum time, t2, in which the fuse acting as backup protection, F1,
starts blowing (lower boundary) [33].

When the electrical network is working in a permanent regime, power balance is
achieved. The generated power, PG, equals the power demanded by the loads, PL, plus a
power loss, PP:

PG = PL + PP. (4)

When DG is installed in the electrical network, the situation is different, as new power
sources, PDG, are included:

PG + PDG = PL + PP. (5)

As a consequence, the values of the currents in the permanent regime may change
due to a new distribution of the loads’ current flow, causing the activation of the nearest
fuse to the DG and compromising the coordination between this fuse and the one located
immediately upstream.

Figure 3 shows a simple sketch of an electrical network with DG, and the correspond-
ing curves of fuses F1 (backup protection) and F2 (main protection). In this situation, the
power supplied by DG, PDG, might be larger than the one demanded by the load, PL. This
situation is translated into the curves included in the graph from Figure 3: F2 fuse (closest
to the DG) acts too close to the blowing starting point of fuse F1. If the power of the DG
unit is increased, the coordination margin between the fuses would be altered and would
cause both to trip untimely.
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Figure 3. Loss of coordination between fuses in the distribution network with the presence of DG. (Left) Sketch of a radial
distribution network with DG. (Right) Operating characteristics curves of protection fuses F1 and F2.

2.2. Modeling the Performance of Fuses

This article proposes a new method for the selection of protection fuses to avoid
untimely tripping, and therefore achieving a more sustainable electrical network while
maintaining the functionality of the protections. This procedure is based on a new mathe-
matical modeling of the upper (ES) and lower (EI) boundary tripping curves of the fuses to
be coordinated. For the upper boundary curve, two mathematical expressions are proposed,
depending on the current, I, in relation to a specified value, I*:

1
tES

=


N1
∑

i=0
βi I

i
2 ; I < I∗

N2
∑

i=0
βi I

i
2 ; I > I∗

. (6)

For the lower boundary curve, one single equation is proposed:

1
tEI

=
N

∑
i=0

βi I
i
2 . (7)

In the above equations, tES and tEI stand for the total operating time corresponding
to the upper boundary curve of the fuse acting as the main protection, and the minimum
melting time corresponding to the lower boundary curve of the fuse acting as backup
protection, respectively. βi are characterization parameters of both the upper and the lower
boundary curve of the fuse acting as backup protection.

Equations (6) and (7), fitted to the upper curve of SMD-50 10E fuse and the lower
curve of an SMD-50 15E fuse (both fuses manufactured by S&C Electric Company Chicago,
IL, USA) are shown in Figure 4. In the first case, fifth- and second-order polynomials
(N1 = 5 and N2 = 2) have been used, whereas in the second case, a fifth-order polynomial
is used.
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Figure 4. Upper and lower curves that define fuse behavior (Equations (6) and (7)). (Top) Inverse of the total operation time,
tES, in relation to the root of the current for the SMD-50 10E fuse. Equation (6) has been fitted to the manufacturer’s data
(I < 558 A; N1 = 5; β0 = −1.19851, β1 = 7.03361 × 10−1, β2 = −1.91430 × 10−1, β3 = 2.59919 × 10−2, β4 = −1.18321 × 10−3,
β5 = 1.79907 × 10−5; I > 558 A; N2 = 2; β0 = 5.09321, β1 = 3.95777 × 10−1, β2 = 1.40653 × 10−3). (Bottom) Inverse of the
minimum melting time, tEI, in relation to the root of the current for the SMD-50 15E fuse. Equation (7) has been fitted to the
manufacturer’s data (N = 5; β0 = 2.93095, β1 = 1.17318, β2 = −1.84165 × 10−1, β3 = 1.40294 × 10−2, β4 = −3.33170 × 10−4,
β5 = 6.99420 × 10−6).

Additionally, it should be said that only the left branch of Equation (6) will be needed
for the calculations. The translation of the above data to the normal time–current (t-I)
graphs is included in Figure 5, in which the relative performance of fuses SMD-50 10E and
SMD-50 15E can be compared (tES and tEI, respectively), together with the respective errors
of the model, err. In Figure 5, it can be appreciated how this model fits the manufacturer’s
data accurately, with less than 2% error within the normal current interval in which the
fuses’ performance is analyzed.

For a proper protection coordination there must be a trip delay between two adjacent
fuses that overcome the same electrical fault. The coordination criterion for protection
fuses can be expressed as:

tEI = K(tES + CTI), (8)

where CTI is the coordination time interval (200–300 ms) [34,35] and K is a proportional-
ity constant.
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Figure 5. (Left) SMD-50 10E fuse upper curve and SMD-50 15E fuse lower curve from the manufac-
turer’s data. Equations (6) and (7) have been fitted to these data (solid lines). (Right) Error, err, of the
proposed fuse model with regard to the manufacturer’s data.

2.3. Distrtibution Network

In the present work, the IEEE 13-bus test feeder system has been used to analyze the
effect of the DG on the protection devices of the distribution network (see Figure 6). The
distribution network has been divided into four protection zones:

• Zone 1, connected to the substation through fuse F1
• Zone 2, connected to the substation through fuse F3
• Zone 3, connected to the substation through fuses F2 and F5
• Zone 4, connected to the substation through fuses F2 and F8

Figure 6. IEEE 13-bus test feeder system used to analyze the performance of the fuses in relation to the DG.
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Protection fuses F1, F2, F3 protect the aerial outputs of the main feeders (substation
outputs). F4 protects the bus 646 where a DG unit has been installed. F5 and F6 protect the
section 671-611, where DG has also been installed, and finally F8 and F9 protect the loads
of protection zone 4 where no DG installation exists.

The case studies have been designed for three different locations of the DG in the
network (bus/nodes 633, 646, and 652) and different levels of DG power penetration,
specifically 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%. The different case studies have been simulated with
DIgSILENT© software from Power Factory [15], as this power system simulation software
has a specific library for electrical protection. The locations of the DG in the distribution
network are included in Table 1, the distance to the substation being also included in each case.

Table 1. Location (node) and distance of the DG from the substation (SE).

Node Distance (m) Description

Node 633 (N1) 1500 Close to SE
Node 646 (N2) 2400 Moderate distance to SE
Node 652 (N3) 7000 Far from SE

A nominal voltage of 20 kV is considered for the analyzed cases, the aerial cable
being 47-AL1/8ST1A aluminum steel reinforced (see in Table 2 the main characteristics,
according to EN 50182 standard [36]). The total load considered is 3.83 MW, which consists
of several three-phase loads distributed according to the information included in Table 3.

Table 2. Characteristics of 47-AL1/8ST1A aluminum steel reinforced cable [36].

Electrical resistance at 20 ◦C [Ω·km−1] 0.614
Electrical reactance at 20 ◦C [Ω·km−1] 0.41

Max. constant current [kA] 0.202

Table 3. Loads considered in the analyzed network.

Location Type Power [MW]

Node 634 Type Y 1.5
Node 611 Type Y 0.056
Node 645 Type Y 0.056
Node 646 Type D 0.5
Node 652 Type Y 1
Node 671 Type D 0.385
Node 675 Type Y 0.281
Node 692 Type D 0.056

When choosing the size of the expulsion fuses, the standards of the supplier [37]
and the recommendations indicated by the IEC 60787 standard [38] have been taken into
account. In addition, two supplementary criteria were established:

• the nominal fuse current needs to be above the maximum expected generator load
current with a sufficient margin (125% load)

• the fuse should not trip with generator connection currents [34]

Each section of the distribution network in which the DG was installed was protected
by expulsion fuses chosen to withstand up to 125% of the load current, in order to take into
account the possible overloads that could appear in the network. Therefore, the following
rules were set regarding the currents:

• IF1 ≥ 1.25 ILOAD 634
• IF2 ≥ 1.25 (ILOAD 611 + ILOAD 652 + ILOAD 692 + ILOAD 625 + ILOAD 671) > IF5
• IF3 ≥ 1.25 (ILOAD 645 + ILOAD 646) > IF4
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• IF4 ≥ 1.25 ILOAD 646
• IF5 ≥ 1.25 (ILOAD 611 + ILOAD 652) > IF6
• IF6 ≥ 1.25 ILOAD 652
• IF7 ≥ 1.25 ILOAD 611
• IF8 ≥ 1.25 (ILOAD 692 + ILOAD 675) > IF9
• IF9 ≥ 1.25 ILOAD 675

S&C Electric Company SMD-50 fuses were selected in this work to analyze the coordi-
nation. Table 4 includes the nominal currents of these fuses and their technical ID. Addi-
tionally, the constants of the model proposed in the present work (Equations (6) and (7))
fitted to the selected fuses are included in Table 5.

Table 4. Nominal currents of the fuses installed in the distribution network.

Fuse I [A] Fuse Selected

F1 53.75 S&C SMD-50 30E
F2 62.5 S&C SMD-50 40E
F3 20 S&C SMD-50 13E
F4 17.5 S&C SMD-50 10E
F5 IF2 > 37.5 ≥ IF6+ IF7 S&C SMD-50 30E
F6 35 S&C SMD-50 20E
F7 2.5 S&C SMD-50 5E
F8 IF2 > 12.5≥ IF9 S&C SMD-50 10E
F9 10 S&C SMD-50 7E

Table 5. Coefficients of Equations (6) and (7) fitted to the upper (upp) and lower (low) tripping time curves, tES and tEI, of
different S&C Electric Company SMD-50 fuses. See also Figures 4 and 5.

Fuse Curve β0
[s−1]

β1
[s−1·A0.5]

β2
[s−1·A1]

β3
[s−1·A1.5]

β4
[s−1·A2]

β5
[s−1·A2.5]

5E
upp; I < 299 A −1.87460 1.3974 −4.58631 × 10−1 7.76704 × 10−2 −4.78102 × 10−3 9.97543 × 10−5

upp; I > 299 A 6.83807 3.61221 × 10−1 1.58040 × 10−3 - - -
low −3.69555 2.55339 −6.63554 × 10−1 8.13467 × 10−2 −3.23895 × 10−3 1.03372 × 10−4

7E
upp; I < 430 A −1.51111 9.79975 × 10−1 −2.84227 × 10−1 4.17970 × 10−2 −2.15210 × 10−3 3.72960 × 10−5

upp; I > 430 A 5.82341 3.86086 × 10−1 1.42370 × 10−3 - - -
low −8.63283 × 10−1 3.42341 × 10−1 −4.85652 × 10−2 3.13876 × 10−3 6.24309 × 10−4 9.06465 × 10−7

10E
upp; I < 558 A −1.19851 7.03361 × 10−1 −1.91430 × 10−1 2.59919 × 10−2 −1.18321 × 10−3 1.79907 × 10−5

upp; I > 558 A 5.09321 3.95777 × 10−1 1.40653 × 10−3 - - -
low −2.25987 × 10−1 −7.04764 × 10−2 3.90330 × 10−2 −5.07612 × 10−3 6.52842 × 10−4 −4.82039 × 10−6

13E
upp; I < 722 A −1.78824 8.59426 × 10−1 −1.82664 × 10−1 1.98489 × 10−2 −7.64613 × 10−4 9.99949 × 10−6

upp; I > 722 A 3.78076 4.24034 × 10−1 1.25333 × 10−3 - - -
low −5.38095 × 10−1 5.39468 × 10−2 1.66285 × 10−2 −2.91772 × 10−3 3.92933 × 10−4 −2.89251 × 10−6

15E
upp; I < 826 A −1.90389 8.37374 × 10−1 −1.64212 × 10−1 1.64897 × 10−2 −5.90620 × 10−4 7.21544 × 10−6

upp; I > 826 A 3.78076 4.24034 × 10−1 1.25333 × 10−3 - - -
low −2.93095 1.17318 −1.84165 × 10−1 1.40294 × 10−2 −3.33170 × 10−4 6.99420 × 10−6

20E
upp; I < 1138 −1.69113 6.44722 × 10−1 −1.09999 × 10−1 9.57500 × 10−3 −2.88718 × 10−4 2.96029 × 10−6

upp; I > 1138 6.64811 × 10−1 4.79303 × 10−1 9.81018 × 10−4 - - -
low −1.55131 4.65904 × 10−1 −5.60123 × 10−2 3.39124 × 10−3 −4.81103 × 10−6 1.06292 × 10−6

25E
upp; I < 1458 −2.40136 7.94736 × 10−1 −1.10811 × 10−1 7.81405 × 10−3 −2.01186 × 10−4 1.79140 × 10−6

upp; I > 1458 −1.97454 5.25978 × 10−1 7.36144 × 10−4 - - -
low −2.86886 8.54336 × 10−01 −9.67943 × 10−2 5.21690 × 10−3 −7.42881 × 10−5 1.23231 × 10−6

30E
upp; I < 1608 A −2.18019 6.71422 × 10−1 −9.07023 × 10−2 6.20992 × 10−3 −1.51163 × 10−4 1.26547 × 10−6

upp; I > 1608 A −2.64464 5.27075 × 10−1 7.90099 × 10−4 - - -
low −1.27531 2.68551 × 10−1 −2.21904 × 10−2 9.05809 × 10−4 2.87958 × 10−5 1.36786 × 10−7

40E
upp; I < 2065 A −1.56502 4.32637 × 10−1 −5.62540 × 10−2 3.66028 × 10−3 −7.87726 × 10−5 5.76520 × 10−7

upp; I > 2065 A −6.65936 5.92598 × 10−1 4.68242 × 10−4 - - -
low −1.83832 × 10−2 −1.07938 × 10−1 1.62356 × 10−2 −8.70876 × 10−4 4.91068 × 10−5 −1.84714 × 10−7

50E
upp; I < 2517 A −2.63857 6.27277 × 10−1 −6.44707 × 10−2 3.34754 × 10−3 −6.24271 × 10−5 4.05220 × 10−7

upp; I > 2517 A −8.97351 6.01037 × 10−1 5.73675 × 10−4 - - -
low −2.28308 4.41665 × 10−1 −3.36337 × 10−2 1.24261 × 10−3 −2.86096 × 10−6 1.46350 × 10−7

65E
upp; I < 3397 A −2.02202 4.32137 × 10−1 −4.03342 × 10−2 1.85871 × 10−3 −2.89685 × 10−5 1.55962 × 10−7

upp; I > 3397 A −1.68545 × 10+1 7.07076 × 10−1 1.20284 × 10−4 - - -
low −6.28233 × 10−1 5.43519 × 10−2 −1.10800 × 10−3 −3.06980 × 10−5 1.19222 × 10−5 −1.96977 × 10−8
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3. Cases Studied and Results

Two different groups of cases were analyzed. In the first one, the buses where the DG
was installed are considered as PV bus nodes, whereas in the second one, PQ buses are
considered. In Tables 6 and 7, the results of the simulations carried out are included. The
different cases of DG penetration and distribution (between bus nodes 633, 646, and 652)
are indicated in Tables 6 and 7. The information included states either:

• correct performance, that is, no fuse is tripped, indicated by “OK”, or
• possible incorrect performance, in which some fuses are tripped.

Table 6. IEEE 13-bus feeder system (Figure 6), simulated considering PV nodes. The status result
(either “OK” when no fuse was tripped, or including the unexpected tripped fuses) of the different
cases related to DG power penetration level and its distribution among the 3 DG installed (bus nodes
633, 646, and 652) are included in the table.

DG Case
DG Distribution

Status Result
Bus 633 Bus 646 Bus 652

25%
1 - - 25% OK
2 - 25% - OK
3 25% - - OK

50%

4 - - 50% OK
5 - 25% 25% F3, F4
6 - 50% - F3, F4
7 25% - 25% OK
8 25% 25% - F4
9 50% - - OK

75%

10 - - 75% F6
11 - 25% 50% OK
12 - 50% 25% F3, F4, F6
13 - 75% - F3, F4
14 25% - 50% OK
15 25% 25% 25% F3, F4
16 25% 50% - F3, F4
17 50% - 25% OK
18 50% 25% - OK
19 75% - - OK

100%

20 - - 100% F5, F6
21 - 25% 75% F5, F6
22 - 50% 50% F4
23 - 75% 25% F3, F4, F6
24 - 100% - F4
25 25% - 75% F6
26 25% 25% 50% F4
27 25% 50% 25% F4
28 25% 75% - F4
29 50% - 50% OK
30 50% 25% 25% F4
31 50% 50% - F4
32 75% - 25% OK
33 75% 25% - OK
34 100% - - F1
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Table 7. IEEE 13-bus feeder system (Figure 6), simulated considering PQ nodes. The status result
(either “OK” when no fuse was tripped, or including the unexpected tripped fuses) of the different
cases related to DG power penetration level and its distribution among the 3 DG installed (bus nodes
633, 646, and 652) are included in the table.

DG Case
DG Distribution

Result
Bus 633 Bus 646 Bus 652

25%
1 - - 25% OK
2 - 25% - OK
3 25% - - OK

50%

4 - - 50% OK
5 - 25% 25% OK (*)
6 - 50% - F3, F4
7 25% - 25% OK
8 25% 25% - OK (*)
9 50% - - OK

75%

10 - - 75% F6
11 - 25% 50% OK
12 - 50% 25% F3, F4
13 - 75% - F3, F4
14 25% - 50% OK
15 25% 25% 25% OK (*)
16 25% 50% - F3, F4
17 50% - 25% OK
18 50% 25% - OK
19 75% - - OK

100%

20 - - 100% F5, F6
21 - 25% 75% F6
22 - 50% 50% F4
23 - 75% 25% F3, F4
24 - 100% - F3, F4
25 25% - 75% F6
26 25% 25% 50% OK (*)
27 25% 50% 25% F3, F4
28 25% 75% - OK
29 50% - 50% OK
30 50% 25% 25% OK
31 50% 50% - F3, F4
32 75% - 25% OK
33 75% 25% - OK
34 100% - - F1

(*) Fuse is tripped if PV nodes are considered (see Table 6).

The cases of the first group (DG installed in PV bus) in which two consecutive fuses
were tripped are analyzed in Table 8. In this table, the correct coordination between fuses
is evaluated. The coordination time interval (Equation (8)) is derived from the tripping
time of the fuses taking into account a proportionality constant K = 1. In all cases, CTI is
larger than 0.3 s, with the exception of case 23 (100% DG penetration, distributed among
bus 646, 75% penetration, and node 652, 25% penetration). In this case CTI = 0.088 s < 0.3 s,
therefore a lack of coordination between fuses is observed. The cases corresponding to
the second group (DG installed in PQ nodes) in which two consecutive fuses are tripped,
are analyzed in Table 9. Among these cases, case 24 (100% DG penetration, distributed at
node 646) resulted as Not OK (as CTI = 0.07, lower than the limit value). Finally, it should
be emphasized that taking into account the whole set of simulations, DG considered as PV
nodes had a larger amount of cases (59%) in which at least one fuse was tripped, whereas
DG considered as PQ obtained a lower value of fuse-tripping cases (41%). This is caused
by a larger current supply from the DG in the case of PV nodes.
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Table 8. IEEE 13-bus feeder system (Figure 6), simulated considering PV nodes. Fuse coordination
results (tripping times) and compliance in cases where two consecutive fuses tripped (see Table 6).

Case
Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3

CTI [s]
Status Result

tF1 [s] tF3 [s] tF4 [s] tF2 [s] tF5 [s] tF6 [s] CTI > 0.3 s

5 - 7.84 3.48 - - - 4.36 OK
6 - 3.16 1.61 - - - 1.55 OK
12 - 1.37 0.75 - - 3.11 0.62 OK
13 - 0.94 0.52 - - - 0.42 OK
15 - 5.01 2.55 - - - 2.46 OK
16 - 1.16 0.65 - - 0.51 OK
20 - - - - 4.16 1.43 2.73 OK
21 - 5.45 2.73 - 29.58 2.84 2.72 OK
23 - 0.56 0.47 - - 6.16 0.09 Not OK

Table 9. IEEE 13-bus feeder system (Figure 6), simulated considering PQ nodes. Fuse coordination
results (tripping times) and compliance in cases where two consecutive fuses tripped (see Table 7).

Case
Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3

CTI [s]
Status Result

tF1 [s] tF3 [s] tF4 [s] tF2 [s] tF5 [s] tF6 [s] CTI > 0.3 s

6 - 3.27 1.67 - - - 1.60 OK
12 - 3.29 1.67 - - - 1.62 OK
13 - 1.00 0.55 - - - 0.45 OK
16 - 3.28 1.67 - - - 1.67 OK
20 - - 6.24 1.78 4.46 OK
23 - 1.00 0.55 - - - 0.45 OK
24 - 0.49 0.42 - - - 0.07 Not OK
27 - 3.30 1.68 - - - 1.62 OK
28 - 1.00 0.55 - - - 0.45 OK
31 - 3.29 1.68 - - - 1.61 OK

In case 23 of the IEEE 13-bus feeder system simulation considering DG installed in PV
bus, fuses F3 and F4 tripped for I = 87.2 A current with a lack of coordination (that is, the
time distance corresponding to the upper boundary curve of fuse F4, tES, and the lower
boundary curve of fuse F3, tEI, is smaller than the coordination time interval, CTI = 0.3 s),
that should be avoided by replacing one of the fuses. In Figure 7, the upper curve of
fuse F4 (SMD-50 E10) and the lower curve of fuse F3 (SMD-50 E13) are plotted. It can
be observed that the current intersects the fuse F3 curve at a point (indicated by an open
square) located below the curve corresponding to fuse F4 plus a CTI = 0.3 s (which imply a
lack of coordination). If fuse F3 is replaced by the next one in the family, characterized by a
larger nominal current (SMD-50 E15), the situation is not solved, as at I = 87.2 A current
the lower curve of the fuse has a tripping time lower than the one stated by the upper
curve from fuse F4 plus a CTI = 0.3 s (also indicated by an open square in Figure 7). The
problem is finally solved by selecting an SMD-50 E20 for the F3 fuse. See in Figure 7 how
the tripping time of its lower curve at I = 87.2 A (indicated by an open square) detaches
more than 0.3 s in relation to the SMD-50 E10 upper curve.
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Figure 7. Selection of fuses to avoid the uncorrected coordination detected in case 23 of the calcu-
lations considering PV nodes where the photovoltaic DG are installed. The upper tripping time
curve, tES, of SMD-50 E10 fuse selected for F4 fuse location (see Figure 6) is plotted, together with the
lower tripping time curves, tEI, corresponding to SMD-50 E13, SMD-50 E15, and SMD-50 E20 fuses.
The points of these curves corresponding to current I = 87.2 A obtained from the simulation of case
23 are indicated (open squares). The points corresponding to a proper coordination between fuse
SMD-50 E10 as F4 with SMD-50 E13, SMD-50 E15, and SMD-50 E20 fuses as F3 are also indicated
(open circles).

Besides, it is possible to work alternatively with the points of intersection between
the lower curves of the selected fuses and the upper curve of fuse F4 (SMD-50 E10) plus a
CTI = 0.3 s (open circles in Figure 7). From Equations (6)–(8), it is possible to derive the
following equation:

1
N
∑

i=0
βi I

i
2

∣∣∣∣
lower

=
1

N
∑

i=0
βi I

i
2

∣∣∣∣
upper

+ 0.3, (9)

that includes two families of polynomials, the one corresponding to the upper curve of
fuse F4, and the one corresponding to the lower value of the considered fuse for F3. From
the above equation, it is possible to derive the value of the current which implies a correct
coordination between fuses. The following current values were calculated with the data
from Table 5: I = 56 A, I = 83.54 A, and I = 140 A, for the corresponding SMD-50 E13,
SMD-50 E15, and SMD-50 E20 fuses (these values are the ones indicated in Figure 7 with
open circles). As the first two values of the current are below the tripping current I = 87.2 A,
there is a lack of coordination. In the latter case, the calculated value is larger than the
tripping current. Therefore, for this current, the lower curve of SMD-50 E20 will be detached
from the SMD-50 E10 upper curve a larger value than the one stated by the CTI (=0.3 s).

Going one step further, the fuse selected for F3 initially might be preserved and fuse
F4 replaced by another one with smaller nominal current (if it is possible, bearing in mind
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the required nominal currents). The situation is very similar to the one described above;
see Figure 8. In this case, fuses SMD-50 E10 and SMD-50 E7 cannot produce a proper
coordination, the values of their upper curves at I = 87.2 A being detached from the SMD-50
E13 lower curve less than the CTI (points indicated with open squares). Nevertheless,
fuse SMD-50 E5 selected as F4 fuse produces a proper coordination. Additionally, if
Equations (6)–(8) are considered:

1
N
∑

i=0
βi I

i
2

∣∣∣∣
lower

− 0.3 =
1

N
∑

i=0
βi I

i
2

∣∣∣∣
upper

, (10)

where the polynomial corresponding to the lower curve of fuse F3 (fuse SMD-50 E13, in
this case) is constant, the polynomial corresponding to the upper curve being selected from
the studied fuse at F4 in order to calculate the current that produces a proper coordination
with fuse F3. These current values, I = 56 A (fuse SMD-50 E10), I = 79.1 A (fuse SMD-50 E7),
and I = 93.5 A (fuse SMD-50 E5), are indicated in Figure 8 with open circles. From these
values, it is possible to state that only selecting fuse SMD-50 E5 for fuse F4 will ensure a
proper coordination. It should be underlined that the selection of fuses is also conditioned
by their nominal current values.

Figure 8. Selection of fuses to avoid the uncorrected coordination detected in case 23 of the calcula-
tions considering PV nodes where the photovoltaic DG are installed. The lower tripping time curve,
tEI, of SMD-50 E13 fuse selected for F3 fuse location (see Figure 6) is plotted, together with the upper
tripping time curves, tES, corresponding to SMD-50 E10, SMD-50 E7, and SMD-50 E5 fuses. The
points of these curves corresponding to current I = 87.2 A obtained from the simulation of case 23 are
indicated (open squares). The points corresponding to a proper coordination between fuse SMD-50
E13 as F3 with SMD-50 E10, SMD-50 E7, and SMD-50 E5 fuses as F4 are also indicated (open circles).
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The analysis corresponding to the other case with improper coordination detected
between fuses (case 24 of simulations carried out considering DG installed in PQ nodes) is
very similar to the one analyzed. In this case, the current at the line protected by fuses F3
and F4 is I = 93.2 A, which is very close to the mentioned current that indicates a proper
coordination between fuse SMD-50 E5 at F4 and fuse SMD-50 E13 at F3. Nevertheless, the
result is still valid.

4. Conclusions

The aim of this work is to analyze the fuse coordination in rural (or not too large)
power networks with presence of photovoltaic DG. The performance of the fuses in the IEEE
13-bus feeder system with DG was studied with DIgSILENT©, and considering different
power penetration levels and power distribution between the three bus nodes where
the DG sources are installed (at close, moderate, and large distance from the substation).
Besides, two options were considered in relation to these bus nodes, PV and PQ nodes, in
order to study the widest scope of possibilities. The most relevant results of this work are:

• The effect of photovoltaic DG on fuse coordination in a power network similar to
the ones present in small rural villages has been checked. The results indicate that
an improper coordination of fuses (correctly selected in the case of no DG presence)
might be produced.

• A new and easy way to simulate the performance of fuses has been described.
• Thanks to the aforementioned new fuse modeling, criteria to select new fuses in power

networks that can ensure a proper coordination between them have been described.
• The present study can be extrapolated to networks with DG consisting of other kinds

of sources (different from the photovoltaic ones), as the main control parameter is the
current supplied to the network.
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